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Three goals
• Three goals
• Project
• Announcements and

interpretations
• An example: the
Federal Reserve
• An example:
U.S.-Russian relations

• Facts and figures
• Annotation of articles:

• Overview of our project: announcements and

interpretations
• Contextual specificity: domain and topical
• Machine learning considerations on syntax and semantics

specifying
interpretations

• Annotation: Example
• Contextual specificity
• Machine learning
• Syntax and semantics
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Announcements and interpretations
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specifying
interpretations

• Annotation: Example
• Contextual specificity
• Machine learning
• Syntax and semantics

• State agencies and officials routinely make

announcements about policy (press releases, speeches,
answers to questions)
• These are interpreted by various actors: politicians,
business executives, investors, interested citizens, foreign
leaders – and journalists (our focus)
• The interpretations characterize announcements as:

◦ What policy is, or was, or will be
◦ What policy might or will not be
◦ Reasons for the policies and their goals and timing
• Use ML techniques, with syntactic and semantic

information, on the announcement-interpretation pairs to
generate interpretations from announcements
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An example: the Federal Reserve
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“The F.O.M.C. meeting ended at 12:55 PM; there is no further
announcement.” (Fed press release, December 22, 1998)
“The Federal Reserve voted today to hold interest rates steady,
judging that three rate reductions in the fall had given the
economy a big enough kick to keep it growing at a healthy
pace into the new year.” NYT article, December 23, 1998
Semantic information: what the F.O.M.C. is and what it usually
does; also knowledge about the world and recent decisions.
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An example: U.S.-Russian relations
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• Annotation: Example
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• Machine learning
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“We already, as you know, provide non-lethal aid. We do
everything working with the London 11 and a group of
partners, some of whom provide other things to the opposition
coalition. And we will continue ... as President Obama said,
standing next to President Hollande to look at every option that
is open to us to see what else we can do to be helpful.” (State
Dept. background briefing on Syria, February 14, 2014)
“Diplomats here said the administration might consider
stepping up an existing covert program to train and arm the
moderate Syrian opposition or even weigh the threat of military
force to compel the delivery of humanitarian aid.” NYT article,
February 15, 2014
Semantic information: what the U.S. and U.S. allies are doing,
what “helpful” means. Syntactic information: what the temporal
scope is of “will continue ... to look”
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• Two issue areas: monetary policy and foreign policy
• Two cases (so far): U.S. Federal Reserve and U.S. policy
•
•
•
•

towards Russia
Fed policy: approximately 1,700 separate announcements
from 1967-2018
Fed policy: approximately 5,500 NYT newspaper articles
(multiple passes using different search parameters)
Russia policy: no count yet on announcements (still doing
it; many more sources than for Fed case), from 1993-2016
Russia policy: so far (2001-2016), approximately 3,400
articles (searching much more complicated)
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Standardized sentence (StSt) (container):
Reference document (announcement) (required)
Act (required; text plus summary)
Actor (required)
Motives (goal)
Evidence (what spurred policy)
Scope (when occur, how long)
Attribution (if a recommendation)
Russia Link (required for foreign policy case; text plus
summary)

Annotation is done in TagTog
Output is a file in JSON format
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• Standard approach: mapping from announcements to
interpretations
• Problems of contextual specificity

◦ Domain specificity (e.g., “tightening”; “hard-liner” in
◦

monetary vs. foreign policy)
Topical specificity (e.g., “tightening” for bank-lending
requirements vs. interest rates)

• Mapping requires meta-rules; hence problems of
◦ Infinite regress
◦ Novelty
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Machine learning
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• Train the program on the actual StSts, with an eye to

generating them from the announcements
• One announcement can generate many interpretations:
differ by level of detail (optional elements) as well as by
modality (see next slide)
• Size problem: on the one hand, the corpora are small by
computational linguistics standards; on the other hand, the
announcements are too large and require either
preliminary tagging or repeated sampling
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Syntax and semantics
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• Syntax 1: coordination (e.g., “The action, conforming in

part to recent declines in a number of market interest
rates...” ). Hence: dependency parsing as input to ML
• Syntax 2: modality (e.g., “to develop more severe actions
that could be taken if Russia continues to escalate the
situation”). Hence: specify modality of verbs and have ML
generate possible actions (also anaphora: “the situation”)
• Semantics 1: (“a company-size contingent of paratroopers
from the U.S. Army Europe’s ... will arrive in Poland ...
since Russia’s aggression in Ukraine, we have been
constantly looking at ways to reassure allies and partners,
and these exercises, they’re ...”). Hence: specify semantic
role (who did what to whom) to permit ML to generate
Poland as an ally
• Semantics 2 (from above example): named entity
recognition to permit ML to generate actor as US
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